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With our constantly updated market views, you’ll be able to keep up with the latest
changes in the market.
The Pre-Market view allows you to get ready for the upcoming trading period by
catching up on the overnight performance of international markets. It will also alert
you to upcoming corporate and economic events and provide timely reports and
videos from the CBA team.
During the trading period of 10.00am to 4.11pm we bring you an in-depth look into
the market, shifting the focus to the sectors and companies that are driving it that
day.
The Performance Heat Map helps you quickly digest sector movements and their
trends over time, supported by insights from the CBA team. Your market view
changes by default throughout the day, but you’ll always be able to access the full
set when you need to.
After the market closes, head over to the Day Review where you can get views,
analysis and insights on the day’s activity with overlays making it simple to hone-in
on the areas that interest you.
The left hand tool bar helps your research with access to full details on a sector or
company without even navigating away from the page you’re on.
Together, these three market views keep you up to date on all the latest activity,
helping you spot trading opportunities when they come up.

Keen to learn more? Keep exploring the main page
Ready to trade? Sign up and start trading today
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